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ABSTRACT,
The. Technical kssistence Unit (TAU) is one of six

work components 'in the rielp Relations and Dissemination Work- Unit. .

1E10119 of the. Improving Teahing Csmpitencies Program (ITCP) of the
Northvist Regional Educational Laboxatory (MEI). TAW established
the. folldwing objectives: (i)' to-provide technical assistance for'any

' interested users of'7TCP instructional systems, (2) to ensure-and
acilitatethe use_of ITCP instructional systems, (3) to solicit and
contract with,new,Clients, (4) to develop-and implement multiple ,

strategies for dlsieminating:ITCP Systems, (5) to document, study, .

And analyze strategies, (6) to determine the extent to' which TAU, can
become self-supporting, (7) to maintaia a continuous relationship
gith.the.field to.facilitate any future needs for field-ibased
research, development, disseminhtion and evaluation' efforts,.(8) to
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feasibility of 'establishing the TAU, to improve its functioning aid
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evaluators felt. that, it was ,impossible to give.gool,advice based on
the data collected because'it was difficult to distinguish, between,
the tit) and other cOmpouents of the FRDVU, eight months of study was
not attquate time, and the budget provicred'Mas inadequate._ (RV)
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CHARTER I: INTFODUCTION

8

1 . ,
. In this chapter the purgpses of the evaluation areState0, followed
, .

.

by a' description of the Technical Assistance Unit (TAU) and its objectives.

Finally, the chapter lists the aABiences for the evaluation and a-summacy

of the format of the report.

Purppses of the Evaluation

This evaluation was intended to-serve three main purposes fbethe

- Technical Assistance Unit (TAU), the Improving Teaching Competencies

Program (ITCPT-and the Northwest Regional EducationalIaboratory'(NAREI).
-.

First, it was a study to determine the feasibility of establishing the

TAU. As such, icprodled information that can be used to determine

whether,and how the TAU should continue\its-work beyond fiscal year 19/6

in the ITCP4s contract withthe National Institute of Education (NIE).
.

6.
Second, it was intended toimprlwe the TAU's functioning during- fiscal

year 1976. As such, Llnformation produced during this evaluation was

reported continuously to the TAU, ITCP and NWREL. Third, it was intended

to be a useful first stage of evaluation upon'which subsequent evalu-

coad-be built. AS such, it tested, propedures through which the
'

feasibility and functionihg of `the TAU could 't monitored in the future..

.

.

Description of the Technical- Assistance Unit

,

At the time thiS,study was conducted, the TAU was one of sic work

components.in the.Eield Relations and Dissemination Work Unit (FRDWU)

of the Improving Teaching Competencies Program-1 The ERAWU also had the

A

,. ,,

A.

See the Resource Allocatic* and Managprent Plan of the ImprovihgTeaching-.

Competencies Program,975, for details.
. , ;

- v J...

4



following work components to complete: (154developing a conceptual

model
2

5d gill disseiination and diffusion of ITCP nstructional systerp

and.Ot.herprOgrams or prodUcts with similar aimb.add oriat" (2) develop-
.

ing, implementing and evaluating astrategy for dissem nating selected

ITCP instructional systems'in Individually Guided Educa ion.(IGE) schools

in collaborition with the Wisconsin' Research and Develbp ent Oknter,

(3) developing, implementing and evaluating a strategy fo aisseminating

ITCP instruction4 systems in the Florida,Teacher Center N twork,,
P

S4) planning,. implementing; evaluating regfonal wo4shop using
\.

selected ITCP instructionalapystems and (5) serving in a fi- d relations.
e

capacity to set up field test sites for the Social Conflict

//
Negptative Problem 'Solving instructional system of the ITCP: In

addition, TAU members participated in the Inter-Lab Consortium that

is exploring ways to increase utilization of the products of se eral

research and development efforts.

Given that thesame personnel performed tasks in these fiye

components and the.Consortium as wellas in the TAU, some evaluation

activities were aimed at answering questions to describe the TAU as a

''separate entity. A careful and precise delineation of critical activi-

ties by these personnel was necessary to determine the ZAU's feasibility,

improve its functioning and provide test procedures for future

monitoring.

Objectlyes the Technical Assistance Wit

This section describes the TAU's objectives for fisoal year.1976

end relates these objectives to the purposes of this evaluation. The

2
See.Arends-, Richard I. . Strategies for Disseminating and Diffusing_the
Ideas, Practices, and Piioducts of the Improving Teaching Competencies
Program, June 1970 ' /

2



4\
. TAU establishedwthe following objectives:

r'

,l. To proide technical assistance for any interested
users of ITCP knstructional systems

2. TO empre and facilitate the use of ITCP instructional'
syst on a shared-Cost or a total cost contractual
,basis

3. Tosolicit and Contract with new cli ents

4. To develop implement multiple'strategies for
disseepinsting in4jvidual,ITCP systems and cnsters.
of-ITCP systems such as P5oviding Organizational :14

Development.Skills (PODS)
'

5. To document, study and analyze strategies used

6. To determine the extent to which the TAItcan
self-supporting

7. To maintain a continuous relationship
,

with the field
to facilitate any future needs for field-based
Research, Developdent, Disseminatiofi,and Evaluation

,

, (aDD&E) efforts

t ,

Eh' To reach a s'iared understanding of how.this unit will
interface with other Lab administrative.undts, e.g.,

,Offi6e,of Dissetination and Marketing, Educational
Services Division, etc; (see Appendix A for. complefte
statement of scope of work).

Objective5 was to be accomplished by collecting information t

'serve all three evaluation purposes. Objective 6 was to'be accomplished
I .

through-collecting information,to determine the feasihility of the TAU
.

,nd objecltive 8 was 'to be accomplished in part by collecting information.
;

intended to improve the T4U's functianing.

3
ITCP instructional systems included iri'the PODS cluster include:
Interpersonal Communications

,

Research,,Utilizing Problem SoViing
,Interpersonal Influence . A
, Preparing Educational Training Consultants:' Skills Training (PETC-I)

andAGroup P7200288 Skills (CPS)
.

impel:ring Educational Training, Consultants: Consulting (PETC-II) .

Preparing Educational Training Consultants: 'Organizational Development,
(PETC -III)

.

Social Conflict and Negotiative ',a,' Zem Solving
. Other ITCP instructional systems t be disseminated include:

Systematic and Objective,Analydis of Instruction,
Development of Higher Level Thinking Abilities
Facilitating Inquiry, in the aqpinvom
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Objectives 1, 2, 3, 4.and.7 were of a different character. Rather
. , -

.
. .- .. .

bilan achieving thesp objedtives, the evaluation was
i

to d'ete'rmine e

whether and hog, they were accomplished. ;Mettler they were accomplished. .

was .to 'determine the feasibility of tle TAU. How they were accomplished

was to determine wtiat needed to be done to improve the TAU's

functionirig and to,monitor the TAU's functioning. and feasibility'An

,

the future. . I 4
t

411 ,

.

..
Audiences for-the Evaluation

Several audiences Were considered in tht.reparation of ibis'
/

report. They included: the TAU itself,,to provide itformatian which

will assist in improving its functioning; the ITCP, the TAU and NWREL,

to assist in-making decisions about whether add how the TAU shiluld
.

°continue its work beyond fiscal.y4ar 1976; HIE, to provide information

about the conditions under which technical assisters can exist snd theA

part NIE,may take in-suppOrting tIlem; and any others who may be intei-
.

ested in the establishment of technical assist unitslor becoming',

1

technical assisters.

'Report Format'
,

The report contains four chapters and a section of appendices.
, .

Chapter I introduces the !sport. Chapter II describes the evaluation

design. Chapter III reports the results of..the evaluatfon. Chapter IV

sumpary,and discussion ofv.the findings.

e

t
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EVALUATION DESIGN

-....,, ,e
. , .

Chapter f 'i4lu#e**.statement.Pot the evaluation context, a list- -1----`

of the'evaluation question arid a4description of the overall evaluation
I

methods. J'
.

The evaluation'study was planned and conduited during FY 76,
1.. . ..

e specifically between March and' Octoberl, 1976. As an evaluation of the
.

, . 4
. ,

. ,41,
work of a particular suh7unit of a particular work unii.in the IICIN ,

,

.

Pit was a.ifirst. Until FY 76, all studies_ of the ITCP, had'

... -.'

biendirected 'toward eval4ting the efficacy of instriFtional'ayefems. '
. .

AiIn BY 76, the ITCP began look at its canbilities to diffuse and

,-/-.
No

.r

disseminafe.4hese.instructional systems.' 4!

. . __it . .

cPart of the effort at examining these capabilities entailed the r

development of a conceptual cheme that, is summarized in. Table 1. The, -./.,
e, .

conceptual document by R. Aretds (June 1976) described how the-TAU would,'
-- .

flike/ eMPlatize strategies f, 2 and 1: while other efforts'o the FgDWU

;

would begin to test strategies 4 and 5 in FY 76.- Amplementation,and

evaluation of
.

stratgies .§ kid 7 add. the coiuct of the efficacy of the
,

,. .; -
,*--'

. ,

different strategies could happei only if future funding was obtained.

4
. (

(-
,

To assess the ITCP's dissemination capabilities necessitated .

providing four kinds of evaluati4 informatipn for and about the TAU.'
, .

The first 'k' d was diagnostic Or contextual; TAU memberalmpied to find.t 3

out about the kinds of'sitiiations $n whiCh they would be'involved. They

wanted to

.activity.

particular
s

ascertain condition the'' would meet as they begat each new

I
For example, before mailing out detailed information on a

,instructional system to a particular population`of people,
4 ,

they wanted to know. if thetintended recyients.ha:d alreadly'received'

'

. 'I
-_,...... '

more generk, firstrlevel ma4eribl.

4

i.
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Table 1 '

A SuMmary of Categories and
Dissemination andmDiffusion.Strate4:es

,DISSEMINATION

DIFFUSION

TECHNICAL

ASSISTANCE

TAILORED

COMUJITATION

Market intact instructional
systems to individuals '

, , ;

2. Market wsr riences '

using in ttional
systems to individuals

Provide training of trainqs
and techritgai assistance
using ,some intact instructional)
syskets to °institutions and.
agencies wishing to adapt and
use components of ITCP
turriculum

4. Provide 'training of trainers and
technical assistance using all
or clusters of instructional
systebs to institutions and.
agencies wishing to adopt and

Iuse the TCP.curriculum

5. Provide tailtred.training,
consultation andllroduct.'
support to institurns and
agencies involved ina,chadge
effort Aimed at imprOvement of
school practices or aixqed at
.improved organizitional
functigoning .1

t
6. Trovide,tailored,trainin4ng,

consultatibn And produvcrSuppOrt,
to organizations for institution-
alizing permanent chAnge:capacity
such as internal consultants,
cadres of, OD 1per,ialists, or

those who hold roles as linkers

7. Provide network coordination and
tailored consultation 'td internal,
consultants, members of internal
cadrei, and linkers

.a

4

.

1:3
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A.

A second kind of evaluation,' concerning judgments of activities

that might be tried, wasscalled input'evaluation. Moie than one activity
4

/ watyalwapys feasible in technical assistance work, ,and TAU member's always
a

4

made choices. They considered varibus' plans 40 compared their probable
., r ,

.effects With'estahlished goals and' objectives. For example, before
,

deciding_t have a face -to -face meeting with an individual who might
PI ) 4. - .

4

be able.to locate a client groupfor technical assistance, the TAU had
. ,.

...e I, .
to decide\if a,letter or a phone call might not,produce the desired

1 5.

dli
resulik

A third".kind.of 'evaluation, called process evaluation, examined
4

the short-term effects ofqTAU activities: What proportion of those

receiving the mail-out brochure requested more information'abOut tc.

instructional systems?, Was th

hrochurewas handed out in$u nction with an oral presentation at a

*meeting? Wertsverintendents'more likely than- staff=developmen't

directors to call the TAU on their own initiative? Answers to questions

oportion greater'oresalter,hen the

like these told TAU members whether the processes they set it' motion

were having Xhe'desired effects in the short term..

A fourth sort of evaluation, product or outcomelevaluatipn, told

whether activities produced results overall that,jtstified the time

and expense. TAU" members wanted outcoie evaluation information to use

in convincing others.of the manner in whi6h the TAU"should be continued

beyond' fiscal. year 1976. When they tailored teITCP's validated,

1

instructional systems to''better meet the needs of users, they wanted

information to begin Validatinghe impact.of thetailored systems.

There are twomain reasons why the, evaluation concentrated on
A,

providing contsictual,' input and process evaluation.information mor4

than'outcome evaluation information. .First,-the amount, of time

I



available for this evaluation was insufficient to study the long-term

effects of'T0 actions; decisiOns'about continuing the TAU, had ,to be
8 .8

made on information about its operation and short-term effects. Second,

the ITCP already evaluation'inforMation on theAstruCtional systems

that haft been collected while they were validated and had little need

for more at this time. For these reasons, the evaluation built the,

Aata,base to which comparisons,can be made in the future.

0/

g4

Th evaluation did include'an indiirect means for providing outcome

.1 .

evaluation information since TAU members wete asked to reflect upon the, .

helpfulness of diagnostic, input and process evaluation alivities and

shaped these so they perhaps may have outcome evaluation usefulness in

the future.

o Evaluation Ques;ions

Thig section includes questions to beiftwered by the evalualon

activities described in this report. Questions related, to the TAU'e
,

.

feasibility are presented first and, are followed by questions related

to the TAU'e functibning and the evaluation.
.

Questions related to the feasib lity of the TAU:4

1. To what,extent does the TAU p ovide technical assistance
to any interested users of ITCP instructional systems ei'

and become self-supporting in doing so?

2. To what extent does the TAU ensure and facilitate the
use of ITCP instructional systems on a shired-cost qr
a total cost contractual'baais and becOme self-supporting
in doing so? . .

'
4Five questions were asked to Parallel the five relevant objectives
(objectives 1, 4 and 7) of -'the TAU. The basic question was
implicit in the sixth objective; to what extent does the TAU became
self:-supporting in-fiscal year 1976?,

5

r

.8

ti
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3. To, what extent does the TAZreolicit and contract wit
new clients and beCtioneeelf-supporting_in ,doing so?

/

4. TD.what extent'does the TAU develop and implement
multiple strategies for' disseminating individual
ITOP systems,and of systems such as -POD
and'kecome self-supporting In doing so?::

, .

5. To whN extent does he TAU maintain 'a Contin ous
t relationship with the-field to facilitate an future

-needs foi field-based RDD&E efforts acid' )ec eself-
supporting in doineso'?

:.

.

Questions'Filated. to TAUi functioning:5..
- . .

. #4, . . . ..

6. :What is the- position' 6f the TAU in ifs institutional,
environment`? What components oft the FRDWU, ITCP.,;-
NWREL, NIE arid" pluiiiiShers ate ifilionred An TAU

activities as 'goal-setters, funders, technical
.assisters'orr.tonsultants, decision makers, etc.3

/

72- What is the nature of TAU's institutional environment ?.
From `which components does the AU' draw resources of
various kinds? What., are the.1 nes of accountability
and influence between the TAG and other components?
What -are the histories and p { ssible future of inter-
faces of the components and the TAU?

8. What iiethe.ab
within the SRD

. To whiAkieces of '
and other resources

absolute NoItoes o
piecei of work?

a

oltite.and

in. to

elative size'of the TAU
of FTE, budget, *personnel

k within the TAU are personnel
llocated? What telative and-- -

resource-kr-are expended on various-

10.

1

What are the me ods of interactin&bwith potential"
Clients?. (e.g phone calls, printed material, oral.°-
presentations demonstration events, etc.') With .

whatfrequen y and in what sequences are,various
methods us ?

y.

?Air examinat of TAU funCtioning was tended to enable the_ITCP and
,NWREL;to gin. explaining why, the TAU was feasible to the extent it
'proVed, t be and to enable the TAO to improva4ts functioning during \.,

.FY 1976. Such an examination:required: (a)` an anlysis of the TAU, :

--(b) an analysis6f the TAU's clients (potential and actual) and (c) pan
'analysis of interactions between the TAU and clients. An indepth
examination of all possible variables in these three categories W,buld
.have taken more time an4 staff.than,was available,' so the nUestiols.',
here must be,condifered as 'only a preliminary or "starter" set whisb-
ehould be added to'and refined 'in future evaluations.

1G--

K
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11.- To what degree and in what wayaare the methOds _tailored
or adapted to specific potential clients? To what degree/
.do the methods make ms of new or invented channels,and
two-Way communication a opposed to familiar or existing
channels and one-way co unication?

e

12. What costs are incurred by the TAU in using various
methods? What are the relative and absolute y-olumes of
resources expended by the TAU for these methods?'"

13. What methods and sequences of methodsWork best," i.e.,
, 0

are most often associated with potential clients who
become actual-clients of the TAU?

'14. What are the dem ographic features (age, position; race/
ethnicity, location, academic-background, experience 'in,

-TOrtcation;. prpvious experience with NWREL, ITCP or
instructional systems,. etc.) of potential individual
clients atiat_lost often ate associated with becoming .

actual individtNI clients?

i .

15.% What are the demographic features of decision makers

dor .'

most often associated with committing others or the
w agency to be an actual client?

,

le! What are the demographic features of agenties.(size,"
location,--locus of decision 'making, type-of agency

1, and previous relationship with NWREL, ,ITCP or \

instructibnal systems, etc.) most often associated,cr

with becoming. actual agencxiclients?

r

c"

`r-

17. ACcording to fhe'reports of actual clients, through
what methods did they become aware Of the TAU and
decide to make use of its products and services?'

18. Accordi to the reports of actual clients, in what
ways dopey intend to make use of the instructional
systems and _the TAU in the future?

Questions related to evaluation procedures:
ti

11

19. To what extent are evaluation procedures specified
in this design carried out as planned?

20. What factors account for deviations from these
procedures, if,any?

21: / .What do the TAU, ITCP and NWREL wish 'to recommend
in terms of future procedures for monitoring the
feasibility and functioning of the TAU?

.

17
a

10
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Overall Evaluation Methods

4 ,
Because of the varietyof information to.be collected, a dumber of

4 0
. methods were devised. Methods were selected to the following triteria:

(1) high likelihood of producing the necessary fnforpation, (2) more

than one way to gather tos't kinds of information in case one or more

methods pioVe to be unworkableind (3) requiring only some
is

additional.

effort onthe part of present TAd staff members and' only some new staff.

The methods employed were also intended to build the self-analytic

Icapability of the TAU in line With tits objectives "to'document, study

and Analyze strategies used." For this reason, methods that were
.

totally dependent upon the presence of outside evaluators were rejected .

in favor-of methods in.which TAU members could participate. .

'T-actiTity Report, Farms

)',TAU members were asked tolog,any acttity that met. one or more of
1

the follOwing criteria: (1) it occurred on the 7th, 17th or 27th day

'of'any month after June 1, 1976, (2) it had a 'direct relation%hip to , .

the TAU but had little to do with other work components of the FRDWU or

did not directly concern TAU accivitips, but in the minds of TAU

. members it was extremely important and might have had some indirect'

relationship to their abilities to e_ro TAU work.' A standardized.6rm

was provided (Appendix C) and NCR du licator..paper made irpossible
,

for -the author, the TAU file And eva1kation staff to have copies. (See

Appendix B for a cof)y'of.this form).

Contact Record Forms
#',

. TAU members keptia written. record of all potential and actual

clients who were sent any kind of dissemination informatiop, who

parficipated in any FRDWU-sponsored activity, or who initiated action

.
- 14.7" is
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vis-a-vis the FRDWU. Astandardiied for As provided (see Appendix C) ,

for recording -data that became:availableafter 3Une 1, 1976. Important1,

the, TAU already had 4 tremendous backlog of relevant data in the forms

of (1) a record of all incoming telephone calls that dated back several'

months, (2) lists of persons and institutions whc had purchaSed instruc-
14-

h. tional syremgc (3) fists'of perSons to whom NWREL had previously sent_

.

information About the ITCP and its,instructional.systems and (4) a
(

corresPondepce file tpt included incoming letters and copies, of.outgoing,

letters and that dated back several years. sack-logged data were trans-
,

ferred to Contact Record Forms only if the person was .invelved, after

_dune 1, 1976.

Formal Documents indIRecords .

MUch of the information to Be collected already existed, in formal
.

documents and recordb of the gAU, The FRDWU; the ITO? and .NWREL. Examples.
.

t

°of these sources included monthly computer printouts of the ITCP's

.budget; pioposals,-scope-of-work statement's and contracts sent to NIE;.

evaluation repqps by the ITCP; the instructional systeis and dissemination

literature. *TAU, members agrodd-to.facilitate the search by earmarking

relevant parts of document,s-and 'records for the evaluation staff upon

'request.

Informal Interviews

"ITU evaluation staff had many.opport4nities to interview TAU.

staff informally Evaluation staff kept records of ,the questions they

asked and answers they heard. Examples Of topics for interviews included:

the contents,of 'a particular formal document or record, additional data
'

.,

, from some Activity Reportkor Contact Record Form and the satisfaction
, .

,

p

. ,

\,
.

of TAU members with eyaluationactivities-.

c 12.
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-Review Panel
. N. -4 ,

Same of the information to be collected/concerned judgments of the

activities^ of the. TAU. A four-Member panel met for,,,one'day in November. 't

andlave TAU,members feedback on their, progress and plans.- Evaluation
.

staff convened this session and collaborated witb 1 U mesibers and,both-

. ITCP.and NWREL dicision makers in determining Whose-opinions and-what.
. V

specific judgments and feedback to seek. (See Appendix D for a report
. .

pf the Review Panel). 4

4'

Postsession Reactions

Some pf the information to be collected"--aOnterned the judgffients,

Ampressions or reports of actual clients about the ways in whichthey\
/e-

became involved and used or planned to use the services and productsof

the TAU. All clients whd attended .a workshop done by the TAU'unit Were

asked to complete a Postsession Questionnaire or otherwise.report their

reactions. No standardiTed instrumentation Was developed for this

purpose, but a summary of reports from clients appear in the findings
I

reported in Questions 17.and 18:

Interim Data Analysis Sessions

TAU members and the evaluation staff met periodically to examine

data collected through other methods. Evaluation staff convened these

sessions to report what Activity Report Forms to date'showed about the

activities of the TAU, such as how evaluation procedures' were'being

implemented. In addition, these sessions were used to schedule or plan

other evaluation activities such as'the-Review Panel Meeting. Minutes
.

of these meetings were kept by the evaluation staff rand excerpts are

4Pdhd in Appendix E.

jJ
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Datacollection procedures were monitored to insure that they
, .

.
.

,protected the anonymity and privacy of subjects. Contact. Record Form
,

. .

included the names of actual people with whom 'the TAU members interdcted;

bUt these forms will not be made available to persons other than TAU

,

memberq'and evalua0.on staff and names or data that could be used,to

Identify a particular potential or actual client of the TAU have been

r-

eliminated from tA final report.

so

I

0

7
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CHAPTER-III: RESULTS QF THE EVALUATION'

I As previously stated, this evaluation collected information to

make judgments_ about the fea'sibility of establishing the' TAU, and to

° serve as a first sage upon which additional evaluations could be built.

'The ,maSor source of information wasitheTAU itAelf, the kinds of activi-

tiesitengegedIntand,its resulli in terms or-contracts signed and
,/

prospects for additional contracts.

This section is divided into three parts, corresponding t2.the

organization of the evaluation questions. _These categories include:.

I a) questions related to the feasibility of the 1AU; b) questions related

to TAU functioning; and c) questions related to evaluatibn procedures.

Questions Related to' the Feasibility- of the TAU

Information for questions 1:ttirough 5' was secured from members of

the TAU, ITCP and NWREL decision makers, and the Review Pariel, The

methods used were informal interviews and the tape and teport of the'

Review panel's discussion (Appendix D),

wha extentocipes t4e TAU provide technical
asst ncekto any intirested users of ITCP
instructional systems and become self-supporting
in doing so?

1110v
.

All of the contracts signed by th during-the period under
' ..,

.

'' study were.to deliver one of the ITCP instructional syfteMs (see

Appendix H).- Most of tjle rest of the ActiVity Recotd'entries indtbate

an interest in one or-mote of the ITCP products. This information

suggests that the TAU'Oes provide technical assistance to interested '

persons and agencies.

Whether the,TAU beomes self - supporting in doing so is not so clear.

The Review Panel fetnd this question'so,significant and so perplexing

that a large amount of its'time was spent on issues surrounding

I 15
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,conditions which must exist and kinds of data which must be collected in

order to,know what is required fOr the TAU tue become self-supporting.

A discussion of these issues is included in Chapter of this report.

2. To what extent does the TAU ensure and facilitate
the use of ITCP instructional systems on A shared-
cost or total cost contractual basis and become
self-supRorting in doing so?

,
. In each of the contracts signed during the period of study the cost

Of delivery of the instructional systems was written into the contract.

These costs included trainer fees, travel and per'diem fot the trainers

workshop materials., transportation'of things and indirect costs. In each

case, the client assumed all costs of the contract. Expenses incurred

stn negotioti:ng were paid by the ITAU.

Information available does not include data about other costs priory

to:the delivery of the workshop, such as staff time to negotiate and sign

the contract or telephone calls, correspondende, trips and other admini-

strative/costs connected to the consumation'of'the contract. These

issues will be discussed in Chapter IV.

3. To what extent does the TAU solicit and contract
with new clients and become self-supporting in
doing so? 0

In conversations with the TAU-staff it was indicated that during

the period of study the staff; for Che most.part, responded td requests

which came as a result of Laboratory ilings. Contracts which resulted

from other than a responsive mode came about becauie the staff was f

already in the field working on another of the components for which the

FRDWU was responsible. For instance, the contract to provide the PETC-1

Mining to a Florida Teaching Center was secured because the staff was

in Florida ii connection with its work in the Florida Teacher Center

dissemination effort:'. During the period of time undei study, the'/AU

16
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did not actively solicit new contracts, so we cannot.Lswerthis

vestion.

4. To what extent does the° TAU develop_and implement
mdltiple strategies for disseminating individual
ITCP systems and clusters of systems guch'as PODS -

and,become'self-suyporting in doing "so?

As mentioned earlier, the FRDWU completed a conceptual model tdi

guide disseminatiin hnd diffusi01 of-ITCP it atruOtional systems and

other programs or products of similar format. Thestafflof the TAU
.

reported -t-hatrt ey consider themselveg as guided by this model. ConVer-

satIons with the AU,staff and.with,sOme ot the TAU's clients, (see

questions 17 and'18) indicate that'the staff does-intend to implement

several of the strategies deicrped by Arends: Field work is continually

being done within.the framework of the advantages of the entire ITCP

curriculum. Clie4ts stated that they are indeed conducting workshOps,

. .

making adaptarionsof the materials and intending tnuse more ITCP

products. ,Most of the. contracts were made as part Of a continuous

consultative relationship established by the TAU staff. In somA .

contracts were let ern accordance with a client's intent to-
, s

use the entire ITCP program. In other cases, clien,ts hoped that the

ITCP program could be installed.

The extent to which multiple strategies have helped the TAU become

self - supporting will be discussed in Chapter IV.

Y., To what extent does the TAU
relationship with the field
needs for field-based RDD&E
supporting in doing so?

maintain a continuous
to facilitate any future
efforts and become self-

. .

The staff. was.continuallyvin touch. with the field, cultivating

future needs for additional RDD&E,efforts. Much of this work was done

,in,c6njunetion with other work being done-by the FRDWU and shs not

necessarily an activity unique to the TAU. As was stated earlier, most

4
4

,

17



....:9 work, to date has come,about.in a responsive mode. However, ;once
.

. AO.
relationships were established, the staff, maintained them. The staff.'

.
.- x

'was alert to' opportunities to make presentations and to conduct,

demonstrations and 'provide'other kinds of awareness activities for

anyone who indicated an interest in ITCP products. 4
, The,periOd.under atUdy was noi'long enough' to make judgments .about

, .

the relationship of this kind of activity land Whether the unit is becoming

self7suppOrting., The staff reported that all of the contracts signed

-

during the perfod under study' were 'in some phase- of cultivation and

negotiation for 18 months to 2 yearsbefore the cont'ract'was signed.

There appears to be a long period of-time between initial contact with

a client and the signing.of the'contract.2.Naintaining continuous

relationships is certainly a Part of TAU operations.

Questions Related to TAU Functioning

Information for questions .through 16 were secured by an analysis

of the Activity Record Forms (Appendix F),, analysis of the Cbntact,

Record Forms (Appendix G), by ani,examination of thelummarY`of Contracts

/1-

and TAU Budget Records (Appendix H),-by informal interviews with meMbOrs

of, the TAU, and from the tape and Report of the Review Panel (Appendix p).

Information for questions lfsend 18 was secured froM the TAU staff,

based on reports froi clients.,
k

6. What is the position of the TAU in its institutional
environment? What components Of the FRDWU, ITCP,
NWREL, NIE and publishers are involved in TAU
activities as goal setters, funders, technipal
assisters or consultants, decision makers, etc.?

The TAU is one component of the Field Relations and Dissemination

Work Unit in theImproving Teaching Competencies Program. There'are two

other work units in the ITCP. ITCP, in turn, is one of five programs

18
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Publiehers)

't*

in the InStructtonal Improvement Division. 'The In'st'ructional Improvement

Division, klong.witth dm, Evaluation, Research and comptirer Technology

Division, the MUlticulttlial Education.Division,, and, the Educational Services

'Division,/comprise the.inititution41 'framework Of NWREL wtthin which the

TAU functions. The ITCP and all of itssubparts are funded by NIE.

The parts of this framework, are l'nvolved-in.che work of the TAU

as fd(pvs:

1

7. What is the nature of TAU's institutional environment?
Egsm which components does the TAU draw resources of
various kinds? What are the lines of accountability
and influence between.the TAU and other copioneUts?

Sationel Institute
of Education

Mokthwast Rmional
Educatioftal
Laboratory

Instructional
Improvement
Division

Improving reaching
Competencies
Program

School Practices
Serviced Division

( Clients ) (Field Contact)

The fe7rrthe ITCP.is one of a number of work units in NWREL

which provide technical assistance with, the hope of becomingiself-

-supporting. These various technical aseistance,Unitslappear,to operate

independently of each ocher. One member of the Review Panel commented

that there ,are no normesfor these units to provide support or assistance

to each other.

-_'t0
19'
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The ITCP in#iates and.responds to, requests from outside sources .

'
.

. ..
.

for technical asA.Sfarice and information. Thd nature of its work is

to help itqlcUents develop the capacity for their own training and
-

, ,

consultati4 needs. Thus-, if it-does its work well, the-TAU is in the
.

,

position of needing to seek new clients constantly'.

The TA/r.utilizes the resources of NWAEL's Office df,Marketill and

Dissemination, the Office of Commillelations, the Media Center, the

Graphic Designer, as wellas'the resources aVailabLe in all the work
'

Units of the ITCP. The TAU is accountable to the Laboratory for

completion of its contract within the framework of the entire me

scope elf work. It wor4cs dollaboratiVely :o establish an interdependence
, -

with the Offices of garifeting and, Co.. ication. °Historically, the-TAU

h4s functioned relatively autonomously in all.aspects`bflts scope of

work. The unit looks forward to finding ways and means ad expanding the

''' potentJA1 interfaces and possibilities fof interdependence,,with the

relevant components of the Laborhtpry.

8. What is thg absolute and relative size of the TAU
within the*FRDWU in, termspf FWE, budget; personnel
.qualifieations? .

, I
A -

The TAU-is assigned 25%,oF the time; - budget and ersopnel of FgDWyl.
1 ,

4. _ ow .
1

The FRDWU
.. f.
is staffed witty two full-time professionals, one full-time

. .

1
..0

support person and one half -time suppo person. In,addition,.FRDWU, had:-
4 , .

'\.._ ,

..

60%person-days of consultant time in the peiiod-Under study:. Oniy.25% Of

or

,.-

of ihe.tOtal of thistime went into TAU efforts. qte Review Panel noted
...

:,, f
.

that the staff is too small to insur field and'office coverage and

is too small to do the necessaryork'load involved In ditseminating ..0
.'

.

,&
' . '

.

intact instructional systems while at Ithe-S'ame time "acting as Techpical
., . . if,

"111.
,- -

. . ,

assistants utilizing and applying the coAltpts and-techniques 'in these
I,

I,
%

.- i A
instrdct JiOnal systems. , .

.

.,
:

.. .

a -". , .20 .

4...

.,'
i
.
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9. To whichpieces of work within the TAU are personnel
and other resources allocated? What relative and
absolute volumes of resources are expended on various
pieces of work?

0' .

Thy professional staff of the TAU have made a general distribution

of who'does which pieces of work, based on their perceptions of their-

strengths. One piofessioaal staff pyrson responds to most of the
/

requests for,information,does the initial correspondence in most cases,

and meets with people who come to NWREL seeking information.' The other

persaa does most of the contact work in the field and final contract

negotiations.
.

4

The support staff shares responsibilities for support work to be

done, withone exception. One support staff member manAges the budget.

''This decision was made by the professional staff at the time Me second

o ,

'N\

support staff'person was secured Decis ons about distribution of

otherfesponsibflities are made in staff meetings.

'10; What are the methods of int cting with potential .

clients (e.g., phone call ,,print material, oral
presentations, demonsto ion events, etc.)? With
what fre4uency and iirwhat sequences are various
methodeLsed?

The Activity Report .Forms,

. .

Contact Reoords and conversations w.th

lithe staff indicate that the greatest freweacy of interaction with
e 4

clients is by kind of face-to-face activity. The next most
40

fr4kuent kind of interaction'isby phone (see Appedix F). Typically,
. a..

Laboratory Mailing produces a request

is responded to.n.Zhe next activity may

for further information, which

be a ltlephOne call or a

I

personal meeting. Eiaff members prefer personal meetings, but consider

teleo4one'calls preferable to correspondence. 4CCorrespondence typically

accompanies requests .f or information,.fO
Itllow;-up

meetings and information ,

surrouniigg,the details of signinga contract.
r. %

21.
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4
. '11. To what degree and in what ways are the methods

tailored or adapted to specific potential clients?
To what degree do the methods make use of a new or
Invented channels and two-way communication as
opposed to fantiliar or existing channels and.one-
vay communication? '

Methods used by theAU are tailored to specific potential clientA

in the-sense that.there are few instances of "form letters" or routine

correspdndence. One_stag-member commented that in one instance where

there as an effort to formulate a single response to inquiries resulting

from a special mailing it proved to be impossible because the inquiries

varied just enough to make a form letter inappropriate.

* The staff's commitment to .two -way communication probably accounts

for its pretence for telephone galls and face-to-face meetings. They

'report they have not given serious attention to what might he accomplished

"with a 13e stamp." At one time, the staff copsidered the value of
04--.

prep ring a-slide-tape presentation. They came to the conclusion that-
,

/

the value of such a pl.' entatiA vehicle would d.etilljZvorth its cost,.

One inference that could be made from this decision is thitt the pfeference

of the staff for tailoring all its interactio s with potential clients

precluded such a "canned" :promotional: device.

012. What costs are incdrred by theAAU in using various
i methods? vlhat are the relative and'absolute volumes
of tesources expended by the TAU for these methods?

There i hO information availableVhIch tells us, the precise costs

4
of the various ,methods used by the TAU, Some. staff time and adminiatiative

.

costs are written into'speci 1 contracts, but there is currently no Means

of ceiling the.extent to whiChtheaendosts cover_actualexpenses rQf

, 4!.. delivering a contract...._

- ;113. 'What methods and sequences of methods 'work. best,"
aire MOst often associated with potential

clients ,who become actual clients of ;the TAU?- .

22
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The sequence'df activities Which' culminate in a Contract are .

typically these: 1) a request for information is responded to; 2) the

potential'client displays interest; 3),the TAU will then ,make a telephone

call or seek opportOity, for a face-to-face meeting., TheA there ensues

a ,generally,long period .(12 months to 2 years) of cultivation, which

usually entails more telephone calls, person-to-person meetings, consul-

tation about the prOPOsed adhtract, help,i.dth identifying funding

sources,and/or.a/location of resources to the project. Negotiation of

specific contract ellpents is a part of this process. Finally, all

necessary elements have been negotiated and the formal contract is

'signed.

14. What are the demographic features (age, position,
race/ethnicity, location, academia background,
experience in education, previous experience with
NWREL, ITCP or instructional systems, etc.) of
potential individual client's that most'often are
associated with becoming actual individual clients?

.4

'The persons most likely to.become clients of the TAU are persons

in school districts, universities and other 'educational administrative

units who are directors of projects, coordinators of training, directors

of4Staff development, or administrators., They are located in widely

separated*p aces, from Hawaiito Virginia, Br ishColumbia to Florida,

California t ssachusetti., Some of them ve participated in one or.

More ITCP instructional systemS. In some instances,'they were'present

at an rTCP presentation. In others, they heard about ITCP from a colleague.

While concrete information about their academic background, ethnicity
4

R

and age are,not available, they have the, prerequisite background and

experience to hold administrative positions in educational agencies' other

than school bfiildings,

23



15/ What are the demographic'features of decision
,makers, most often associated with committing
dthers or theagency to be an actual .client?

We have no'information about these.persons,other than reportedA-

in answer to question 14.

.

16. What are the.'demograPhic features Of agencies
(size, cation, locus of decision making,
typelof ag ncy and previous relationship with
NWREL, IT P or instructional systems, etc.)
most on associated with hecoming actual
agency clients? A

The agencies range in, ,size from a largeetate department of education's

tie

to a teaching center that services one county, and from a large school

district to a program within a district. The agepcies are typically

administrative units with training and staff development functions..

1 The individual from the agency contracting with the TAU frequently has

contrbl-ouer a training budget, so ,chat going to another decision making

source is not necessary.

In most instances, personnel within the agency Itself haye had some

fli'ti--hand experiences with even though the, entire agency

may not have participated in'any:Olthe instructional systaqs.

17. According to the_reports of actua lients,
through whatmethods did they become aware
of the TAU and decide to. make use of its
products and servicies?

Telephone interviews were conducted 'With 5 of the 7 persons who

contracted with the TAU during theperfod under study. .In each case,

4k
awareness df the TAU came about.differently, as fOliows:

4
1. A school district, superintendent had known about NWREL_

through the Lab's connection with,the University where
he did his Ph.D. work.

-2. A superintendent of an educational services district
had known about NWREL from its inception, studied NWREL

publications and invited, TAU staff to sleet with his
advisory group to explore the advantages of using ITCP

-. curriculum. :. - . .
. k

,

A
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3. An,administrator in a state department ofeducition
''\heard,about ITCP from ahother administratti- who had
participated in a workshop.

The director of a teacher educatidn center found out
about ITCP when TAU staff person' was irohis state
on other' business and made a presentation.

5. The coordinator of training for administias in
a large school district found out about L and
ITCPproducts and materials about two years ago

/-
through a member of 'his committee which has the
task of planning a training ptogram for admini
strators and were developing a bank of training
resources., The coordinator ha's decision making
power unless' the amount of 'the contra& exceeds
a certain amount, in which case he must get the
approval of ehe,superintendent. report's the
approval is readtly secured, since the.superin-
tenlet respects_ and truss hiajudgment...,

,Iii one case the individual was in a position to make the decision

and proceeded to negotiate the contract. In another case, a considerab e

amount of goverhment clearance and achieving consensus among staff

involved was required before completing the contract. In two cases,

the individuals secured the apiroval of a group with budget authority

before the contract was signed.

18., According -to the reports of-actual clients, in
what ways do they intend to make use ofethe
instructional systems and the TAJ in the future?'

The fiVe clients interviewed varied in their responses to this

question, as follows: 'm

i

1. The disthict uperintendent indicated he had-rip
specific plan for using the' instructional systems,
but intended. to work out some training and had made
some adaptations of one of the ITCP Systems with this
in mind. He had no plans to 'make further contracts
with the TAU. .

. 2. The superintendeht of the educational sezwicea
disttiCt said that he had a tentative commitment

3 with the TAU ;to,use the entire ITCP curriculum to
prepate,a.cadfe of trainers. He said wokkshops were
being conducted at this time to that end.

') 9

,

_
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3. ,THe administratot7in the state department of
'education stated that while the workshop'had

' been very practical and useful for the partici-
pants, he was reluctant,to say the services of
the TAU would be contracted for again. He cited -1'.

2' the cost ,of TAU ssrvices as being a block to
further rela1ionsH4 with the TAU. .

_,.

4. The director of a teacher education center
.declared that the siills.represented by ITCP

. .

materials were desired for the district, that
4 in his district systematic work was being one '

to prepare educational consultants, and t t

he intended to aontinue to usethe iesouzces
:of the TAU. to meet his objectives.

...

. ..

5% The coordinator of'administrative has
already, had people trained in most of he ITCP
products and hat selected same of those trainers
to conduct other workshops in, the district.
Although this is not being done syttematically
at the moment, he is currently doing the necessary
internal work to.develop a small cadre of people
to become organizational specialists for the
district. He plans to. continue to use the

. resources of the TAU once or twice a year as
part of his total training program.

4

Questions Related to Evaluation Procedures:

The informatan in,questions ,19- through 21 was secured by data
"

analysis sessions (Appendix E) with the TAU staff and by informal.

interviews with the TAU, ITCP and NWREL decision makers.

19. To what'extent are evaluation procedures specified
in this dleign carried out as planned?

The evaluation procedures were carried out as planned with two

exceptions - -Interim Data Analysis Sessions and the Postsession Reaction

*As

Questionnaire. The Interim Data Analysis sessions were attended only by

TAU staff and the evaluators. The evaluatioh staff did not use a question-

naire, to did not cakpare the results of TAU interventions with'ERDWU

activities in IE schools and the Florida Teacher Center Network.

20. What factors account for deviations from these '-
procedures* if any?

26
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Three factoil account for the'deviations from the evaluation
6

procedures asdesigned:4 the shortness of time,,the TAU staff's heavy

'involvement in other FRDWU and ITCP activities and 'budget restrictions.

*

Tlke ihee factors created problems of_having to cancel scheduled.
. .

<meetings, of being unable to involve other ITCP and NWREL personnel,

. and of having insufficient funds to construct, administer and analyze
oar

a Postsession Questionnaire.

21. What do the TAU, ITCP and WWREL. wish to recommend in
terms.of future procedures for monitoring the feasi-
bility and functioning of the TAU?

The TAU recommend that a full-time coordinator of TAU- activities

be secured. The coordinator wou'khave full salary and a travel' budget,

thereby making it possible to make the contacts and dd-the negotAing

for- contract needed without-the necessity of having to generate salary

and travel funds. The TAU staff recommends fUrther that an evaluator/'
,

docuentet,be secured at about,' .25 FTE.lemel to work with the

coordinator so that adequate documentation andcontinuous evaluation of

TAU activities can be done.

ITCP ins in general concurrence -with the recommendatiCon,of-NWREL'

-(see below), but would like--to suggest considering tt;ecreatg.on of a

aboratory-wide.TAU/dissemination-unit for mature products. ITCP 4s

two reasons for this recommendation:

1. Some Of the "front-end" costs of creating awareness.,
program materials, establishing personil contacts
to explain and translate the program values: to the
unique needs of the client, afid negotiating contracts
might be'' reduced if TAU -personnel from a number of Lab
programs wene briefed about other Lab services and
productst

2. The demands which ongoing R&D programs make on
dissemination staff often conflict with the needs'
for establishing a self-supporting TAU. For example,
the R&D prograin may prefer that Staff time be spent

I
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writing reports, describing fieldwork plans to
satisfy funding agency requirements and hence
secure funding, while clients_ require face-to-
face,meetings in the field to explore televance
before signing contracts.

NWREL is of the opinion'that a TAU a6peard to be feasible only as

an adjunct to an on7going program within the Laboratory. This opinion

is based on the observation that while the costs to actually delivers

technicarassistante and training can be supported by the field, the

initial costs which Culminate'in contracts are probably not recoverable

unless the volume businesi is quite high.

A
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CHAPTER IV: . SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
(

This chapter contains a review of 'the evaluation methods" and a

discussion of the findings. It concludes with some recommendations -to

'the various audiences this report addresses.

Review of Overall Evaluation Methods

The evaluation methods were devised in such a way as to secute

1

full participation of the TAU staff in this study.with the assistance
1W I4 : / ',..,1

of two evaluatVon Staff and to ensure the likeli 4 od of securing the

infOrmation needed with minimum additional effort by TAU.stff. NN.,,

a 1

The methods use for securing information included the following:'
. , .

sw
1) the TAU staff completed two forms:- Activity Record Forms'and Cdnta ct

Record Forms;' 2) the evaluation' staff conducted periqdic interviews with

the ;AU staff; 3) both staffs conducted interim analysis sessions;

4) the evaluation staff collectid documents relevant to the TAU work,

such as ITCP budgets; proposals, scope of work statements, dissemination

materials, correspondence with clients; 5). a Review Panel was convened

to react to data collected and to make recommendations to the Tit.

Discussion of the Findings

In this section Of the chapter, the evaluatiOn findings will be

discussed within the framework of the organization of the evanation-
'

questioni. First, the findings related to the feasibility of the TAU

will be dispvsed; second, the findings related,'to T4& functioning' will

be discussed; finally, the findings related to the evaluation' procedures

will be discussed.

FeasibiAlity of the TAU. The period of(eight months to .study the

activities of'the TAU did net provide sufficient time for an adequate.

3t;
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range of activities to occur nor to make possible the collection of
4

informatioQ to fotm any opinions aboUt-thextent to which TAU can

become self-supporting. The evaluation questions related to the feasi-

bility of the TAU cannot be answered at this time. 'in addition to the,-

short period of the study, the limited allocation of staff time and -

'.budget fort TAU activities during the period of study has contributed to

the smaliaumber of Activities and data. Twenty-five percent of the/-t
.

FRDWU budget for staff time did not provide opportunity for an adequate

,-

, sample of activities and events that would generate v a and sufficientl
''information tohelairive at concldsions concerning'the feasibility Of

the TAU, including its self - supporting. capabilities.

In taking notice of the feasibility questions and the issue of

becoming self-supporting, the Review Panel also pointed out that the

amount"of money earned by the TAU daring the periocrof study, which

. /-
almost equals the amount budgeted for the TAU from NIE funding cannot

be used as a useful criteria for extrapolating self-supporting capabili-

ties in the future. There are a numbier of reasons for this judgment:

. 1) budget and time allocated to the TAU staff was a basic 25% of the
-1V

)

FRDWU budget; 2) it was impossible to keep careful record of actual

costs of TAU activities because of the interdependenOe and clore inter-

relationship of the 25% of time alloc,ated to7TAUcactivities,and the

75% of the staff time allocated-to the other activities the staff
,

condu6ted in the total FRDWU; )) the special contracts secured by the'

TAU between May and OCtober, 19176 paid for the actual delivery of the

contracts, plus a small amount called "occupation costs," for some staff

time plus the standard NWREL Indirect costs; (not all costs related to

the negotiations_and administration of the contract, i.e., promotion,

telephone calls, consulting are paid for,in the contract. For example,
CC
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The "occupation cost" figure contributes to spaces telephone, facilities,

planning, adapting time and other administtl:! costs to be able-to

meet contract. terms); and 4) no provision for staff development and.

maintenance time has been accounted4for.

It-seems clear that without other resources to support marketing

and staff development activities, the TAU will remain unable to fully
,

support itself. The Review Panel was quite clear in its opinion that

the TAU needs to collect more information for a longer period of time

about what is required to operate aTAU, particularly information

derived from a precise and careful analysis of all aspects of the TAU

operation. It must be ,stated that given another year of study with

increased sophistication in record keeping, careful analysis of cost

effectiveness, and increased staff time allocated to TAU activities,

the possibildtfes for getting answers to the questions concerning_the

extent to, which the TAU can become self-supporting would be increased.

Functioning of the TAU. This section contains a discussion of

findings about how the TAU functions in its institutional environment,

its interactions with its clients, characteristics of itslilients and

what its clients report about it-.

1. Institutional arrangements

1,
The TAU does its work within the ITCP, using some other_units of

NWREL as resources: It is one of a number of TAU's.in NWREL, all of

which appear to be functioning independently of each OW. The TAU

was assigned 25% of the time, budget anepersonnel of the FRDWU. The

TAU staff spent the other 75% of their time, budget, personnel doing

other FRDWU work. The TAU'has made use of six other resource personnel

3lf
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on a consultative basis. These persons received assignments in meetings

with the TAU staff for different aspects of the TAU scope of work.

4
Planning, allocatiou and coordination of resources are accodplished

in staffiMeetings where each person accepts assignments for parts of

the work. .

Given the limitations of a small staff and budget, the TAU has

performed remarkabl well. It is logical to conclude that given its
.

achievements, based on a25% budget/time assignment, the TAU toad

produce increasingly greater results if the staff had the opportunity

to focus on the TAU activities only. It is quite possible that the

TAU could profit by intensifying its efforts to interface with other

Mrs in NWREL and work in the direction of interdependence gith these

units.

2. Interacting with Clients
-4

The TAU prefers to work with clients and potential clients in a

personal way, tailoring its approach to clients' nedds--The methods

used most frequently in contacting clients and negotiating contracts
1>

with them were Face -to -face meetings and telephone ails. Most of the

time a:personal meeting with clients necessitated # trip, but quite a

number of the meetings wereconducted in connection with trips taken by

:

the staff td 1/f
conduct other FRDWU wotk. The use of correspondence as a

-,

method of interacting with clients is minimal. It is usually employed

4

to answer requests for information, to communicate details of a contract,

or to follow-up personal meetings and phone calls. Thecosting procedures

.currently used by the TAU do not include information about the exact

costs, time and resources expended by these methods of interacting with
0

clients.
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Although there is no information about the cost-effectiveness of

these methods, it -is evident that the TAU is using qn expensive method-

ology for interacting with clients. A plan for collecting, 4formation

about the cost - effectiveness; of this methodology-in terms of time,

.
expenses and number of contracts sechred would be useful) The evaluators .

-recommend experimentation with other methodologies, ineludi g a precise

cost accounting, to make comparisons with methodologies cur ntly in

use

3. Characteristics of Individuals and Agencies_who became
TAU clients ;

The persons aria agencies who became TAU clients during the period

s

under study were ly persons in. staff developMent and administratiVe
0.

training working within rather large educational agencies, such,as.

school districts, teacher education centers and state departments of
1 , . 44

..

education. The clients were widely disperse extendin44From Hawaii to ,

1

Massachusetts, Washington to Florida:. The-clients usually had had sbte -'
JP

expeiience with ITCP.materials in werkshbps or demonstrations. 'In a'

few instances,lhey
.

had heard about I TCP froml
soNm,

eo_ne whol.iadined
S
fAst-

-
hand experience; of ITCP materials. In one instance, a. client had

lo .

participated in Vie work that resulted In the establishment of NwRtr.

It would appear frodthit informationehaesehe TAU will betcist

successful in securing contracts from tpersoni who have decision-taking

and budget authority orwho can influence decisions and,tudgets.- Contacts

.with the TAU that have 'not'rellted in contradts generally originate

with individuals ip school buildings or In other'agencies who do not -1
-

have decision-making and budget power.'
'

. i

,-, The information also,augpsts that the approach used by the TAU

,

results ih contracts yith '!the establishtent. Such an approach could

40
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. / *." .

use difIllculty in being responlive to the "grastrOots" ind vidtars
,- .

4
s , ,

who are interested in personal andprofessional growth: The clienteld;
. * -.

t
.

)

of the TAU is thus indbe limited
.

to,themtindividuals and agencies that
414

.

fhave thecapabilitylto decide the allocation of resources and..time 4

activ s with he

' 4, Reports from dirt

Clients found out about ITCP aterials in a numbe r of ways,

including by word-A-mouth, through defLonstrations, by reading and

*.

responding to mailings and becauseof long-time kndwl4dge'of

0
L. In all cases, Oe tlients either had decision- raking and budget

power or had great influence on these procAsses. k

In each cases the client expressed satisfaction withthe quality 114
-

of the.services performed by the` TAU. Half'of.the clients interviewed- f

indicated their intentions topontinueXdutilize ITCP materials in *

training cadres of trainers Or Otganizational Speciali* and to seek
.

the services'of'the TAU. In the other halklpterviewed, the clients

tn4able to say that additional work with the TAU wouldhe sought.
>

ft may be xhat clients_whose oirtives include preparing a cadre
.

of persons to'do.training or organizational work are`more likely to .x
Pi

beconje "continuing clients" than are people whq are interested in just

4
one training event and have no plan for systematically building in a

capac ity to provide training and organ izational work tnternally. We

. have too small a sample to Nentupa)this kind of a generalization, although
.

it,deems logical-to conclude that goteneial clidhts who have the desire

1
tb build into their.system the kind of trainingipapability ITCP materials

I'
0

i., .

can provide, and.are making systehatic plans to that end, are quite
,

_ . ,...y
$ , , .

likely to look for ways and means to.utilize z the sservers .9.!

.

the TfiJ
. ,

....
.

,
.

and, materials produced by ITCP.
,

.

4
.
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40
Evaluation Procedjires. In this section, the findings regard'ing,

;-

the extent to which th evaluation procedures were foilthwed, deviations

from the procedures, and recommendatiOhs regaiding'tht future procedures,

for monitoring the TAU are discussed (to be supplied in conjunction with

the NWREL ReView).

t _

Conclus #ns and Recommendations

.

-- The eve tors are of ehe opinion that it .is impassible to give, ,

--) good advice based on the data collected during this study. There are a

numbet_of reatops
r

for thid be1lief.'

', dependence ofthATAU-with.the apher
,

. .

the interconnection and inter-

poneAts in the FRDWU make

identifying clear "distinctions betiieen them extremely difficult. Second,
V ' 11

eight months of s tudy is not long enough to reach conclusions. For

instance, Avtypical time span from,-contaFeto contract 4,s 18 months to A

two years.
Alt
Third, the time and budget assigned to the TAU, for this

study-was inadequate. Fourth, the Midget assigned to'the -evaluation -;

staff precluded some kinds of activities (i.., securing.rxterhal r;$

4

consultantelor the Review Panel). The ouestailding ,theme
.. .

. .evaluation
.

study is that more study is needed before conclusions can be

reached and generalizations made. It is in this framework, 'that.they. -
0. -. 4>

, ,

.
-,1

evaligprs.prOgent smile very tentative recommendations to the TAU, ITCP
*.

'4

1. ,Develop a coat trackin& System for all ihe"funcit nS'of'
the TAU which will provilde information2ConCerni staff
time exilendedfwairect costs, non-- direct costs r:, '

and NWREL

a. Marketing, inCludiAg advertisingcsface-to-face

contacts, constAiltativeSelling (selling tired
on diagnosis Orglient needs and desires),
presentations and demohstratioas, contict
negotiations, telephone selling,,correspondence,

following-up on contra other administrative
costs related to securing contracts.'

.12'

Its
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b. Providing the Technical Assistance, including
lanning, customizing; staffing the contract,

o>delivering thepientract, consulting'with th
client.

c. Maintaining. the Staff, including staff meetings,
staff renewal, supervision of staffs negotiating
.with the. institution, staff development.

2. Engage'in movifcomprehensive documentation of the TAU
activities so. that more .information is available for

'thein making decisions about the futuie of
'the TAU. -

a. Develop criteria for making judgments about
potential clients, i.e., 'Mat makes it worth,
pursuing the uniqueness of a potential client?

b. Design and utilize a method for evalUetidg
contacts as to their "hot-dtlos" or "cold -ness"
which will be continually changing with Ulu
value of the contact foreventually securing
a contract.

c. Maintain a documentary'account.of the activities
- -whisa: lead to a contract-, including bates when

/

inlikal'contact was made and when the contract
was signed.

'CI. Make an analysis of 'the kinds'of contacts
which 'eventually produce contracts, i.e.,'-?*40

. presentations, NWREL mailings, experience
,

with ITCP/NWREL prOducts add materials, word-.
' of-mouth, ERIC.search,'personal contact.

3. Reconceptualie, 4arify, sharpen theimisSion' and
;lesion objectives of the TAU, especiaIly'as they
alate to the,, implications for the TA1/ as to whether
to 'concentrate o *\selling /TCP.produCts or to,place
emphasis-onoroviding-services to clients to help
bu'ld in an internal capacity for aelf7renewal.

4. Provide support for the TAU in,the larger NWREL
'structure by maicidg the TAU .an` integral_part of
that structure, in company with otter similar TAU
operations, possibly housed5in the Edueational.
Services Division.

This recomMeddatidn arises from a discussion in the Review Panel

during which three points were made:
-

a. Other TAUte,in NWREL havesimilar problems to the
ItCP TAU, but-there is no mechanism for thes5;ataffs

6 td get togethef -to help each other.
$4,
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b. If all the NWREL TAU's were housed in one admini-
strative place, the chances for helping each other
increase theirbusineOs would be enhanced./ For
exathple, staff of one'TAU could be alert for

..-pcitettial clients for the staff of another TAU.

x

c. Under an arrangement like this it might beposelkie
to,establish a TAU -which would$,focus on-providing
training from a.lab-wide point of view.

5. Secure funds to make the TAU a separate and distinct
Unit from the FRDWU with the following staff: one
full-time professional, 1/2 time professional and
to fuy.-time secretary. .

It is-our opinion th'at until the TAU is completely separated from

the FRDWU it will continue to be extremely difficult to study its

function or iis-feaaibility.,

1

The reader of this reparinlay want to refer to the Report of the

Review Panel, Appendix D, for additional statements of advice and
o

recbmmendations.

4
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, COMPONENT%!5'

ESTABLISHMENT OF A TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE UNIT
. .

Purpose: Establish a techniCal assistance unit as an adjunct to Program 100°

to facilitate the 4nitiation, installation, implementation,

utilization, continuation and diffuslIon (IIIUCD) o! the ITCP

instructional systems to any potential users.

Rationale: One de our aims is to disseminate training in Improving Teaching
.

'Competencies Program instructional systems to help bring about".

change in behavior of individuals, small groups, educational

'organizations and subsystems within educational organizations.

In order to catry out this aim we need -to proyide technical

4

assistance to help clients understand what the instructional

systems will and will not do, how to install them, what needs

to 'be done to adopt or adapt them, how to'implement them, how

to utilize them and how to stabilize the efforts fOr max/mum

benefits to accrue to the organizations.

Another aim is to study the process of installation, initiatiOn,

imp" mentation, utilization, continuation and diffusion of

ITCP instructional systems.

A third aim is to build bridges for the future. Dna way to

build a bridge for the futurehis to establish a technical

asstance unit as part' of the Program to solicit and respond

. . to interested organizations or groups who wish to participate
4

JO one or, more of ITCP instructional systems.

4 6. 41



Objectives: 1.

2.

1

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.

42

1

To provide technical assistance for any interested users

of ITCP instructional systems.,

To ensure/facilitate the IIIUCD process on a shared-cost

or a total cost contractual basis.

To solicit and contract with new clients.

4
To develop and'implement multiple strategies.for carrying

out the IIIUCD process of ITCP systems and clusters of -

systems, e.g., PODS.

To document, study and analyze strategies used and/or implemented.

To determine the extent to which this Technical AbsistanCe

Unit can become' self-supporting.

To maintain a,coptinuous relationship with the field to

facilitate any future needs for field based RDD&E efforts.

To reach a shared understanding of how tbisunit will interface

with other Lab administrative units, e.g., Offj.ce of

Dissemination and Marketing, Educational Services Division, etc.

\
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SPECIFIC TASKS ESTIMATED
ID TIME REQUIREMENTS

1. Design a plan'for the establishment
of a IA 'unit as an adjunct to
Program 100.

2. 'Get plan for TA unit approved:
4

2a. Hold a meeting with
appropriate NWREL
administrators to.present
plan and et reactions.

2b. Modify plan based IL
'administrators input.

94'

'2c. Hold meeting to discu,
revised plan.

DeVelop guidelines for appropri
responding to individuals, groups,
and/or organizations, technical
assistance` related to the ITCP
instructional systemsiti

4. Develop multiple strategies for
carrying out the IIIUCD process for-
ITCP systems and system_clusters.

5. Implement multiple strategies
4denfified.

6. Develop a plan for identifying and
obtaining new clients.

Implement plan for identifying

10 days

7 days

4 days

44

/ 11 days

30

11 days

30 days ,

and obtaining new clients.

8. Documentation of activities and
events.

9 days

11.

'43
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Appendix 'B:

ACTIVITY RECORD FORM
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1

Work Unit Activity:

ACTIVITY REPORT FORM
. .

Person Reporting:

Length of Activity: Date(s) of Activity:

bther(s),Inyolved in Activity:

Program/NWREL Staff:

Others:

Name(s)

Address & Phone Number

Position/Organization (key persons)

r

Ink

Relevant Preparati i, nr ,

Type of Activity: Telephone

Purpose of Actility:

Description of Activity,:

Plans for Action:

J

Meeting

51

Time Taken!'

Other

Time Estimated:

47
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Appendix C:

CONTACT RECORD FORM
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CONTIACT RECORD FORM

`State:

Agency:

Name:

Address:

Phone:

r

f

Known Characteristics
of Person: Date

Date:

Known Characteristics

Of.Agency:
.
f Date

Initiator/Activity:

ti

ft

51 #
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.REPO T OF THE,REVIEW PANEL

o
The Review Panel:

t.lere the professional

. NWREL'S Division of Educational Services, the Director of the ITCP,
tot .

staff from the NWRED Rural Education Program, one
4

met

and support staff ot

sfp

all day on NOvember 5, 1976. In attendance

the TAU, the 'Director. .),f

' 4wo profesoional
/

person from (YE

*f Egunation, Unive

ersity of Oregon,. one person.'from the Department

,

y4of Oregon and two ev.

The Review Panel was asked, toaddress itaelf to anbasic framework:
WO .

. ,

%
1. ,Whai'is;equired for a well- functioning TAU?

,-,..

,. . _$
2. What appear to be c cal activities for'a TAU?-

li . .

3: What.hunches
-

or advice should be considered by a1:
TAU if it is to become self- supporting?

, . #. ,.
. , ,,,.-

4
The evaluation questions the Roview;PaneI was asked to focus on

..
-:

were ndrIberbl, 2, l', 4; 5 11 and 13 found in Chapter 2 of this report.
0 :

Members ofthe Panel were provided with eliscoof the evaluation
t

_
1

qwestA iops,..4 a stateme f the context of'

*

tion 'staff.

e evaluation, summaries and
1

. . ,
,...

.. .

analxses of Activity RecOrd Forms and,Contatt Record Forms and copies
.* '

of notes made during Interim Analysis Sessions.
e .

S. , 4,
The Panel corkluded-that the TAU was generally,on the ''fight track

in ig-efforts to facilitate the iuitiation, ihstallation implementation,
.

Ora

0 -

.
. , ' 411

utilization, cohtinuatiop and diffusion of ITCP13116ddets. However,
4, t. ,;,.

thejariod- of stZidy wis-not 1e gthy enough or of sufficient depth to
.; .0' , I S 4'. 0..' . )

produce netded'infOrmation t.0 establish whether or not the TAU 40.
-i

presAtlyociptituted.can become self-suppkting,-* The Panel-apent much
*,..7

' of its time.ifi a discussion based oil the phrase, "and become self-
.

d .

ng.in dOSolg so," fOvnli-el ene feaaihilit)lsection of the

(Item 40eitins .'. The Panel also doted theoleit'for. more

.
4).

data over

,

d
401
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a
. . ..

f.,'
. . .I... r- .

.,
. . .

a longer period of time before generalizationapcan.be made..,. Attention,

was :also paid to the extent of "arid need for eter
.
interduendanoe with ' w

S' . ..

...

.. s .

other TAV-like units in NWREL. Finally, the Panel had some words of
OP " 4 :. '"....1.

advice for the. TAU and some "hunches" to Share about what wouldba
4 ,

neededrfor 1 11e TAU to
4

be successful.
#

The Panel concluded that in order for judgments to Be.made abqut

.

the feasipiiiity
4

the TAU, a moredetailed accounting of the actual

costs of the ,TAU over a longer period of time' was needed. One member

. -

noted that there appeared to,betat lest three major functioAs in the

TAUmarketing, Otiding the technical assistance and 'staff maintenance
r 4. .,

ti

and development --&-of which spedial contraclia only generated
Ilh

proving the technical'essistancer. or the delivery of the.

4'itself. The Panel made some rettammendations,,about a mora detailed
, -

funds icr-

ti

contract

F
documentationeilne'cost accounting fqr.tAe.three majoriactivtties the

TAU needs to keep to kiln as it continues to develop. Theie
-

.

1

recommendations are included-in ille.last.section-of this report.'
..

,
,

.,
,

- , .,. _

The members of the Panel were-convinced that clients would 1-le
t

I
' ,

\

10unwilling to pay.411, or even ,a substantial part, of he'expenses incurred
\-

in marketing and in staff maintenance aDd development. An-implication

-is .that the T needs an economic base which can provide funds for the
-

real costs it incurs. illustrations of rpups like the TAU who have

an economic base, are those who publisitmateri:11111151ho.have university

positions.

Members of the P'Snel noted tttat thepgblem of the TAU then-became.

.,.one .ofA pepluading NIE, or some other fuhding source; to support the. .4.
. ..--.

. . '
TAU marketing and staff development functions.- Thepther al;eertative -

k

I.
'

. seems to be to becoiUe highly competitive and possessive of., it% resources. -' ,' '
. . , ..-

56
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Suph en,alteplafive is contrary -to the value system of the TAU, which

is nclined to ,wAst to find ways to proVide clients with what they need.

4
. The .Panel discussed the dij.elOinaa faced by.thetAU due to its interest

.in providing

'organization

technical assistance that builds in a capacity in

to become il'icreasingly'self-Sufficient by acquirihg the
. -

pternacapability for problem solving, and the necessity faced by the

TAU of selling serlItes

more the TAU chooses- to

fewer the return calls

in ..orier to survive. The conclution is that the
6

functiot i preferred mode of operation, the

from clieer'its.

The Panelnoted that quitea number of TAU activities resulted from

contacts made when the staff -was already in the field on some of its

other business; further obsCuring actual costs Of.operating the'TAU.

To4r 'this and other reasons, the Panel made s ofae,recqwmendations regarding,
.

a clearer differeniation between TAO costs and costs connected to

other FRDWU activi.fieth. These recommedditions are included-in the last

*1
section of this feport.

'-' a.. 4,
Members of the Panel expressed the opinion that the, TAU would be

,ke

well advised.to rethink their methods of aCcounting or time and costs4

of achieving TAU furictions. For instance, low much time is Spent, in'

marketing,, i.e:, advertising, face-to-face'promotion, consyltative

,selling,.tne4ng presentations, telephoning potential clients,? What do

these ctivities cost? How much time is spent and what does it cost,:% ,

0to deliinfer the contract: i..e.', -planning% adaptation, customizing Ito the
_ . .

. .

needs of ehe client,. actual delivery of /he service? How much time is
, . .

, .. ..

spent, and what does .mot cost, to04intain the staff, ,i.e.,* staff
,

oj

deVelopment, staffmeetings, staff renewal; responding to institutional

, requests? One member 4f.the Panel characterized this kind of,accounting*)

as functional accounting. The, opinign was offered that this kind of

4
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accounting tould'produce amore accurate picture of how h'Sdfc
...

functions than its present system, and would bey' useful base from

which to make decisions 1000! the T441

One .issue considered by the'Paail arose frOm a discUssion about the

institutional arrangemeneilwithin which'the TAU &les its work art the .

**iflect.thiearrangemettt has on the feasibility of the TAU. It

that- other TAU's in-NWREZ faceproblemgr'quite'siMilar to the TAU in ITCP. #
.

However, staft,of theseITAU's do,nOt meet- together to work on common

''probl'ems, Ildr do they appear to support each other.' One member stated,*

an opinion that the various TAU'#,did not see this-kind Of activity as

.being in their best self- interest. The perception of sode members of. .

the Panel is that gWREL does not provide sufficient support and

c rdinatIon for its TAU's.
. .

. hroughout tht meeting membe;s of the Panel offered advice, and

recomFendationseto the'TAU. There were a number.of "hunches" offered.

The -final section of this repprt lists these.

.RECOMMENDATIONS AND HUNCHES

In-ternal Functioning of the TAU

1. Djevise a cost tracking system toodetennine the ";eal"

10-
costs of doing busipess to include:

a. Number and cost of *telephone callsetters,
meetings, trips to secure a contract.

b. Administrative-costs incurred in deliveripg
the contract, such as preparing contracts,
ordering materials, preparing materials for. -

an 'event, making arrangements for an.event.

o. Number and cost of intbrnal meetings for,
planning, resolving issues, Staff maintenance
and development.

.

d. Investigate the pobsibility of a TAU focused"
' on training-- possibly Lab -wide- -with the

capadity to provide a wide-ringe of training
services..

0

58
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o
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. . ,

2.4 PrOduce a plan for making judgments about pote
. _.

clients, to include:
,

d

.. , . .
.

. Develop a formula for responding to requestg.
Determine whether or not to resmyl to all
requesSA. .

4 : .

:%
,.
r

b. Determination of criteria for judgment about
the "hot-ness" or"cold-ness"ofi4a'potential
client.

, -

. ,
c. A way to determine how the value ("hot" or "cold').

of a_pofential cliept, Ctanges over timd.'
i . - .

. , .

.d. A way to 'determine how useful judgments aboUt
clients are and in what, ways they affect the
,priorities.of the TAU. . . )

3. .Find ways and Apalis.to continually reconceptualize and

revitalize ITCP prodd4sand their'Ne, The packages
are static.

t

4. Look hat the TAU functioning eparately from ell other
FRDWU activities in order to be more precise in
determining what it really costs to .operate a TAU.

1\.

5. Determine how much ro/alty comes to NWREL as the result
. of sale of materials; compute the effect on 'the cost

effectiveness of the TAU.

6. Do cost accounting Dunctionallyo, i.e., costs OrTAU
functions of marketing, servicing and maintaining

) tie staff.-,_

7. Prepare an_historical_reconstruction ofcontracts
signed durrirl. the period-of study to assist in the.
identification of allthe costs incurred in
securing a contract.

8.. Become as exidicit'as possible' about strategies.'
Write them down' Make use of the Bolman Model for

.Intervention Theory to assist in/this procesi..
(See PETC -III instructional system).

Field Oriedatio5 of the TAU 4111.

1i Operate from the perspective that schodls babe
problems they want solved, instead of persuading

.schools to install ITCP systems:` ,

2. Concentrate on helping schools. adapt ITCP curricUlum
to their own needs.

5( 54
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. Become field oriented instead of NIE oriented.

P4. Consider whether an organizational development
mode of needs assessment, which leaves the client
in control, or a marketing of' services mode, which
leaves the TAU in control, is the best way to approach
the, field.,

.. A

Marketing Ideas fh the TAU,

60

1. Find waits to enlargethe Tit).

a. Provide a large, diversified list of offerings.

b. Invite people who are 'technical: assisters to"
join NWREL for'a year aid pay' a fee. In return
NWREL (the TAU) could. act as, broker 'to secure
jobs.

2. Utilize the expertise of MEI-related people to
-develop(eurriculum and promote their availability;

3. Help Schools find funding--help thqe..o ,write 4
proposals to secure funding. )"

4. Offer to help schOol people write title 1' propotais;
in return fOr which the proposals would include
staff development training provided'by the TAU.

5. Concentrate on "selling" yourself an4 what you can
do instead' of being bound by the approach of selling
ITCP packages and materials.4

6. In 1977 concentrate on presentations itiA Almou-
. strations of the uses .of ITCP produe:tpt,

7. In 1977 cultiate past users of ITCP pioducts.r,

r

,

4
4
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Interim Analysis Sessions

July 22, 1976 - (In attendance: 2 evaluators, 2 profestionals frOm TAU)

. The Main agenda items were to clarify support-staff assignments in
. .

the TAU to facilitate the evaluators in locatinineeded infOrmation and .

A.to set dates for future meetings.

Dates for future meetings:

'August 16,"Septgeber 2, October 4, October, 29.,

In addition the evaluators will interview the TAU btaff infortally

as the occasion presents itself.

,August 17, 1976 - (In attendance:.2 evaluators, 2 professionals from TAU)

' The main agenda for this meeting wasto ingtare into staff reaction

to the'use of the Act4vity Report Form (ARF).

1. filling in the ARF a useful activity?

- Useful for capturing highlights of a meeting; especially
' in follow -up ,meetings. Thewlecord make; possible to

continue ton and avoid unheAlsary repetition

- Provides a way ta reflect onithat the- contact was all.,
about as well as prpviding a source for revAtw

4. /

- Useful as a reminder

- Provides a communication link in the TAU

- Most ARF are face -to -face activities--gone calls are
usually recorded On the Contact Record Forms

- An effort is made to record every activity'because they
are so useful.

4 t

.

- Form can be impro ved on by adding kind of contact, by

r adding reactions to the contact

(

I

'" It is hard to remember to file 1.11, -the

.

63
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2. How do you feel apoUt filling in Activity ReCorcK,Eorms?

- Good feelings

- Good feelings, although when in the field itris hard
to keep up, It is sometimes difficult to fill in the
`ARF at -'the time, so it gets done later. It is hard
to remember details until return,to the office

- Positive feeling hai resulted in a decision.contihue
this kind of record keeping

The TAU stkff identified,the folloWing items as additional work

to be recorded in the ARF.:

Preparing materials for workshops

- Tteparing.promotional materials

- Recording phone calls

- Recoiding workshops

- Recording meetings--e.g., planning for presentations

. ilf
7 Writing letters

- Negotiating

- Contracting

The TAU st

be answered:

identified the'follOWing as additional questions to

- Ithat problems have you found in writing ARF's?

- What TAU problems are ycirbecoming aware of?

. ,

.. What hunches do you have-about what it takes to run a TAU?
,..

September 10, 1976 - (In attendance: 2 valuators, :2 professionals
fiom TAU)

64'

Agenda items for this meeti g:.

ell1. Review Activity ecord Forms

,.o- Interview staff about content

.0 Review objectives of the TAU
j

2. 'Review evaluaSen questions



. .

, \\\

3. Make plans for Review Panel
i.

a '

4. Make a proposal for October 4 eti v

The following proposal for Our October.,4 meeting was agreed to:

o Conduct an intensive interview of tfie.ARF's which
relate directly to the TAU.

o Inquire into'what makes an activity, e.g., a teacher'
education activity, become a TAU activity

The following comments were made in. respbnse to questions from the
__41?

evaluators:

.1. There are qp problems with the evaluation prooedures
that are not the human ones of remembering to taste the

'-forms and the time lapse between the activity and
filling in the fort, Interviewing about the activity.
helps. .

2; ,Correspondence has slacked off. There is a close
relationship between correspondence ancrlield wprk.
There'has been littletimelfor field contacts.because
of, the pres of other work.

3' TAU contacts are'lby preference, made. largelly by

telephone and by face-to-face contacts. The
effectiveness and usefulness of, correspondence *
has not been tested.

4. At thii time there is no 'going out to seek business.
The 14U is responding to inquiries coq.ing as a
result of NWREL mailings, workshop aperience with
staff and follow-up of leads secured iW other (pot
TAU),contacts.

5. Face-to-face contacts are critical and have come
about because staff was already"but in the field on
other FRDWU business.

6. A TAU budget of about $24,000 was broken'out in April.
S$ecial TAU contracts will result in a little more
'than $24,600 income. The TAU is paying,for itself.

. Feasibility quystiOns are the only ones being asked.
Would like td be able to answer questions like:

- What kind of technical assistance is appropriate
for the-change desired by a particSlar client?

- Technical assistance tb do,what?'

- Why this ptracular assidtance for this partiCular.
client?

t;4
r

(1'. 65
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V
8. Thiprocess (of beineinterviewed) is a good one because

it raises the, level of awareness of the importance of
' documenting. The probing going on makes.us think,of a
number of thingS that had not occurred to us-Lor.makes
us think about things_Offerently..

Questions and Tasks for TAO Support Staff:

1. Get information ior these meetings, e.g. a spot check tot
of records.

4

'fb

flo

yob

oiq many hours, number of phone calls, trips taken,`
tland a'contract?

Underscore key words (in ARF). that describe the nature
of the activity, e.g.) "negotiAe," "tentative ag'reenient."

Feedback about this meetings

- Helpful, relaxed, useful

- Wish this kind of activity could have started a long time
4ago, am sensing some txcitement

October 4,-1976 - (In attendance: 2 evaluators, 2 professionals from TAU)
e

Of the 42 activities reported asof October 4, 1976, TAU professional
*!, -

staff members map the followingfstatements:

66

1. Five of the activities were done in connection with a.contract

2. One has since resulted,in'a contract.

3. Six are likely to result in contracts at some future time

1



Appendix F:

ANALYSIS OF ACTIVITY RECORD FORMS
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Analysis of Activity Record Forms

.

Number of ,Entries - 42

Number of entries, each reporting staff

Staff A -
Staff B - 29

Kind of' Activity
.

- .

Total Number ' .Stafl Reporting
A B

_A

.

Phone
4.

Face-to-face

Share information

Diagnose/promote/explore/.
plan

Offille/Workshop,

Qthers

16

24

19

.

14

-,_
-6

,....../

/4 .

s

'

5

8

5

9

1

.

' 11

.

16

14

.5

6

6

R

Time Reported

.

Total Number
,

Staff Reporting
A B

10-30 minutes ,

.

30-60 minutes

60-120 minutes
s

2 hours

1 day .

.

.

2 days
. ,

11
,.,

, 4

-8

. 2

. t

9

%

c-2

.

.

,

.

3

2.

1

1 .,

.

5

0

8 .

2 t

7

1
-

4

. .

r.
7

6

69 1
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.SUMMARY OF TAU
ACTIVITY REPORTS

k.

. ,
'Kind of Activity.

Time (including preparaal and event)

Person t
%

R.ppor.tinE I. thone Faci-to Share
Promote Work
Diagnose Office Other lo7-30 30-60 60-120 2 Roils 1 Day 2 Days

'
Fate Info. 14,1autes Minutes Minutes PI .

z 2 . Eaplore Workshop V
6 Plan' Work . . * ( '

.
.

-Discuss

A X . instrum
Ow

B 2 X lr ,
Merage :-

_

.

_
.

1.

B 3 4 ' W. shop
X and 21/2.hrl

.

B 4 X X ,

.

*cf

,B 5 X, W. shop...,
4 t a X and 2 hrs

.
e _

B .6 X s .X .4 -. . .._ _BX 1
.

.- , ,,,

.
. .

Inputton
.

! B 8 X

A
9 X,

.. ,

411F

.Instru,
X and
30 mine

. X

)
,

r ' X- e , -

B
.

X10 X

X-4d .

X X 4
1,-

41

..,

, 5 Iti.U.4
-1/4 X and'

. A
k X X F. 15 min.

13 e X ^ X

B
14 14at.,, %

Prepare 1

: .., "-- 'X add

.

1/2 day ..
lr

15 X X
-\-

A'
30 min:

1. ' N'S.,s
ti dayX

.
.

16 ,'

1

X x. $1 . ;,

A ....-,c 4. e

17 e = X a
I

A
18 . X ;

Discuss e.

Instill.
B

in. X
,

mei X
B

.

, t

I

O

2--

I

p

4.

I

\
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fy
..t,

Person
Reporting

r,

°m

. Kid of Activity

, .--.--.--
'A

'Other,,

:

10-30
Minutes.

Time (incjUding

30,-60

Minutes

preparation

60A-120

Minutes

e

2 Hours

and event)-

1 Day.

,

12 Days
Phone'Phone Face-to

Ppce

Share
Info.

Diagnose
Promote
Explore
Plan

Offiee
Work
Workshop
Work .

20 X X X ,
.

' X
d

B 21
.

X
.

X
.

.

.:

. ,.,-------------'-- .

.

A 22 X
-

X .

-

,

B 23 ' X X
i i `----.--:,.,/

it , 1
.

B 24 X
. Confirm . X r...

A - 25 X X
.

X .
.

.

-

26

.

X
Data
gathering N."*. be' i011:171 .

.

B 27 X . 1
X

o .

. .

f 7r
X ; , ' ..

B 28 .
.

W. Shop
4
.

.a. i.i.,

r

29 .

F-i-epare
Budket

s,

' .

.

al.

A
30 , X X

A
-I 31 X ..X ,

.

-.....

.

. X : ''';

-

..A.32 It X
. .

X - , ' -
'. .

.
.. c

X . ,
B

33 X"
,

.

Discdss
Dates '

. X
. '

B

.

34 X .
-

W. shop . *.i(

B
.35 X .<

4

'Response
to Bid ',

..

,

x

.

A

.

36 X , .

x
.

.
'

.

'A 37 t ''. . .
I ..'

X
)

i
l

38 X ,X
.

.
.

.

.

)

X
. .

.

.

t-
oil

,^
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Person
Reporting,

1,1i
z

' Kind of Activity Tine (including preparation and event) II

Phone Face-to
Face

Share
Info.

3

se

Exploie
Plan

Office
Work
Workshop
Work

Other Iasi?
Minutes

30-60,

Minutek

60-120
Minutes

2 Mniu

.

1 Day'

)

2Days

I

B 39 . X ' X
h.

.

B 40 X X
,

' X

----

41
'

k X X X-

)3. 42 X /4g
`

X X
la

49

I

r`

It

V

0
I

,

,4*

1.

C.

*

le
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I

Summarkof Data From Contact Recoid Forms

d. I

Number of entries - 78

TAU contacts - 6

State Department of Education 1

School Districts 3

Other Educational Agencies 2

How good's prospect?
Number Percent

Active (R)

Potentiar(G)

Dropout (Y)

,-\

Agencies of Contacts Made,

3

32

43

4%

41

.

55,

ersent

24%

'24

17

13

10

9

3

' How Good a

Ugiversitiei/co4egest

.5
Other educational. ,

, agencies

School District

Other agenCies

State Department of
.Education P.

School building .

No agency listed

Number

19.

19,

li-

10

8

7

-2

Prospect
R G' Y

1 2' 5

0 8 it
e.

. 2 5 6

0 . 5 . 5

,

1 , 2 5

,

0 2
ik

5

-0 1
y

1
...

t
it .

Positions/Roles of Contactors
5

Number Percent

Executive directors of programs/
projecs/services 21 27%

, 4
A4

11 :I* 14Teachers/professors

75



M.

Positions/Roles of Contactors (continued)

Coordinators of programs/projects/
`sin/ices

Number Percent

. 7 . 9Z

Assistant superintendent/admini- 6

strative assistant 41

Consultants 3

Deans
ti

3 4

Edubati?nal 3

Principals 3 4.

'Counselors
IN

2 3

Superifitendent 1 1

Others 8 10 1 j

NO listing 11 14

1

Sex of Contactors

Female 28%

Male 72%,

Agencies,' Roles, Location of Contractors
V ,

School'Distridt

SDOE

'University

Early, EduOation Program

1. Asst. Supt.
2. Coora. Adm. Irng.
3. 'Coord. Adm. Trng.

4. Director of staff
Dev, Network -
Statewide,

5. Director of
Curriculum and
Initruction

6. Coord. of Trng.
and Consultation

Teacher Education Center 7.

Educational Service
Disirict

Na;ionai.Sohool
Executives
0

76 4

Director

8. Administrator

9.' Associate Diroctdr

if)

Vancouver,
Maryland
MarYyand-

California

Florida

Hawaii

Florida

Washington'

Virginia
.



--'

Oregon

' Florida

Michigan

Pennsylvania

Distribution of Contacts by State

1

1

1

12

) .

Jit

4

3

,

Washingtip, D.-C,
. .

West Virginia 4I

,

Wisconsin t

:Washington

California- 3

Alaska 2

British.Columbia 2

Idaho 2

Montana 2

New Jersey 2

Texas 2

Australia 1

Colorado 1

England 1

Georgia 1

Hawaii

1

.Kentucky 1
.

MAryland (Virginia) 1

Minnesota 1

Missouri 1 ,

South Dakotb 1

Virginia/(Maryland) , 1

,

77
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Appendix H:

SUMMARY OF CONTRACTS AND
TAU BUDGET
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SUMMARY4AS OF 1d0F9/76

4Pt

CLIENT
.

1
''CONTRACT

mONTRACT

.

DATES
.

. , AMOUNT
'

Early EdutatleonProgram

i

'. %

Interpersonal Communications
Works*

-3/15/76 '. $ 1,867.90 0k:,

h , 4)

ilk
,

.

6/15/76
.

,

National School Executives

40

.

InterpetikprISI Inf uence ? *

Workshop ,

ey

,

42,000.00

'

4/26/76

.

e 4/30/76

-State Department-of Educatlion
. ,

.

:I personal Influence
Works

6/1/76
. 4.

3 ,524.004 .

,

1=1

..'

.

5/1/76 ------

.. .

Educational Servilp DIstip

.
ak
air:, .

Research Utilizing Problem A

solving Workshop

lk

..

2,598.00

, , .
,

_ 54/1/76
.

:,

.

.

9/1/76

lk
..

TeacNoing Clver - Florida
0 \ '

illETC-I:, Skills Trainiqing
_Workshop. i '

,

17. 0( 4

.

.

.

ik

6/l/76
. W

9/1/74

m -

Canadian Schoo District )

. 1:" .

* 1-

latilitating Inquiry-in tak
C a

or 1

...
e for ,.

',
...
3,800.00 ,mf e9/15/76

- . L

, 12/31/76

.

a

qiunty Public Schoblg' 04 ,
. f ;

_
'

InterpersOnal Influence
/ .

Workshop-
. )

11/9/76
3,452.90 4

1

'

.

,

,,

'11/12/76

.

;

Rui at Wockshop* z '

.

Ipterpersona1 Influence,
Wp4shop

13/13/76
*

2,429.00
.

41.6

8/9/76

.Far W$st Laboratory*
lo ..

r . ,

Travel and per die; to partici-
,pate in Inter-Lab)ConsortiuM

.

'
,

2,000.00

, .

10/k 76`i'

- .

,

.. 11/31/76
,,,,

.

-
. 1 .

ir . tau,' 2i_124..onNo shared cos con ac,ts .; , . s
. 'm V* -n .4..

WW

A ,-- . ,
.

Although Vlese special contralid are :silo inclu4ed'in other comvonente of ,the WU
they,are lasted herebecause.they dentrIbated Ilkinfermation and contacts for the

'TAIL.
fel -'4

P ,1'
444

"4.

,

T4U Budget 24,862.60 .

loss' = -:3,534;o0

.
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Alothweit Regional Educational Laboratory

BUDGET SUMMARY.

Subrnittedby 'Contract

'Date r
Field Relations and Dissemination
Work *atDivision Director

Activity Technical Assistance
Contiact Officer Approval

'

Q4A

Planned start dine

Planned enddate

1:Lit

Milestone k

Event.

Accou`nt -No

BUDGET BY, TIME PECI
iu

5
cn

,DESCRIPTION .
1

FISCAL YEAR .1976 ,s

TOTAL
BUDGET

START DATE 41117,6
END DATE 11/30/16

It
Ar
A
B.

C

D

B

C,
'r

E

F

G
H

di,
r

L
M

N
P

CI

a
.0

rpiseftrort. costs
SALARIES ;

PERSONNEL BENEFITS

CONSULTANT CLAIMS
OTHER PERSONNEL

e

TRAVEL, & TRANSPORTAT,
STAFF TRAVEL

CONSULTANTS TRAVEL

OTHER TRAVEL

POSTAGE & SHIPPING

RENTACOMMUN. & UTILITIES I
_FACILITY RENTAL

EQUIPMENT RENTAL '
'ffELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH

UTILITIES

PRINTING& DUPLICATION
PRINTING

1 pupLICATION

OTHER SERVICES. ,
. DATA PROCESSING

5110
.

10,726 ' 'r .

szar 1,909 ' .
5120 900

. 5130

5310 6,035
,

,

.4
,..

.

51r; .
`I , C

.

5410 267

5510 : 85.1!
,

5520 gs

5530 473
5540

a

' 5610,

1,

2,2 7 2

i

'
0

5820- 575 . -,,

5719
III -

N

SUBCONTRACTS

CONFERENCE EXPENSES ,
OTHER SERVICES

. s,
SUPPUES & MATERIALS

OFFICE SUPPLIES
' .PRINTED MATERIALS . 4%.

OTHER SUPPLIES

5720

'" 5730 8 3
, 5740 d t .. --

5810 . 134
.

,,,. ., ,

5820
...

134
5830 5(K' ,

1
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS

EQUIPMENT PURCHASES

INDIRECT COSTS` a 209 ,

._
. ,.. .

*5910 . .
6200 , . .

1 TOTt COSTS
FEE e %

r7
. -.

. . , ..

' TOTAL COSTS AND FEE ' $24,862 .11

The sidiTct cost applied to direct costs ottier.than equipment purchases.
BO-BS - Of/

4. .

f
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Schedute A.
SALARIES AND PERSONNEL BENEFITS

Contract
Activity Technical Assiftance Work U
Stage
Account

Position
Title

Class. Name Rate Period/
Dap

Budget
. BenefitsSalary Benefits Salary

't# , 'Program
Araociate

D'125.59 22.50
37.84 4,752 0 851.

A*

. Program
AssoCiati

97.79
1-7-71% 37.84 3,700

. #

670

Suppil,rt

Staff
' 17.R$ 3.10

39.50 1,496 2bY..

. . .

.
, _

,

Support
S,tiff

19.70 4.74k
39.50 778 187

.

. N
, 1 .

.

a .
'

. -
l

t

. 4 i

)
7 ' _

110
I

.

.
.

.

. . '
.

. ,

11 .
,

a

, '

. e
d -

d .
.e

Total Staff Days . ....

. - ,'Provision for salaryoincrease during the contraq term
,°TOTAL SALARIFS

,

Iorv to, 726 A ,
.

TOAL ACTUAL PERSONNEL BE

,"Dis Daily: A =Annual
laia.=Salary Range Number

90-BS, 7/41\

W

r-11/

r'r

I

1,909

,

2'

at

(

4.

83

or

L

, vri

'
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